Abstract
Introduction 39
Silvicultural practices can potentially affect the genetic structure of forests and this 40 problem is of concern for forest geneticists (see Lefèvre, 2004 , for a review). In 41 particular, artificial regeneration of forest (plantations or sowing) may produce a loss 42 of genetic diversity through the processes of unplanned selection and genetic drift 43 (Ledig, 1992) . Detection of a reduction in genetic diversity with neutral markers 44 because of artificial selection is unlikely because only a few genes might be involved 45 (Lefèvre, 2004) but the quantification of genetic drift to assess potential losses of 46 adaptive variation can be done from neutral molecular markers as it is a process that 47 114
Genetic diversity indices 115
For chloroplast microsatellites, total number of haplotypes (n h 
where n is the number of individuals in the sample (i.e. sample size), p i is the relative 134 frequency of the i th allele in the sample and A is the total number of different alleles in 135 the sample. 136 137 Significant differences in the genetic diversity indices between pairs of samples were 138 tested by a Monte Carlo approach (see, for instance, Glaubitz et al., 2003a for similar 139 analysis) programmed in Fortran language (source code available from the authors on 140 request). The null distribution (both samples hold the same genetic diversity) of 141 differences for each index was constructed by resampling (with replacement) 142 individuals among samples. The result is a mixture of individuals from both samples 143 distributed in two new samples (with sizes equal to the original sizes). The genetic 144 diversity parameters of both samples and their differences are computed (samples are7 compared always in the same order and sign of differences is kept). This process is 146 repeated 10 000 times to build the null distribution of the genetic diversity differences 147 expected for two samples (with the specific sizes of the empirical samples) drawn 148 from populations with the same genetic diversity (i.e. the same population). The 149 empirical difference value is then compared with the null distribution. Since we are 150 interested in testing for the reduction of genetic diversity (i.e. null hypothesis, h 0 : 151 diversity in natural forest ≤ diversity in artificial stands) we perform a one-tailed test. 152
The p-value for rejecting the null hypothesis is estimated as the proportion of 153 iterations with differences greater than or equal to the observed difference value. This 154 process is used to test chloroplast haplotype diversity, individual nuclear locus 155 diversity and average (among loci) nuclear diversity. Two types of comparisons were 156 made, 1) samples from the natural forest with samples from the trees planted in the 157 artificial stands and 2) samples from the trees planted in the artificial stands with the 158 natural regeneration in the artificial stands. 159 160 Significant differences in allele frequencies (nSSR) between pairs of samples were 161 tested with a Fisher exact test (Raymond and Rousset, 1995) 
